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Introduction

Work-related stress is a state of distress resulting from exposure to work-related stressors (Schaufeli & Buunk, 2003). Work-related stress is common (Paoli & Merllié, 2001; Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 2005a,b) and it is associated with health problems, such as fatigue or hypertension, and often leads to sickness absence or even work-disability (Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 2005a,b; European Communities, 2004; Houtman, Smulders & Hesselink, 2004; Jones, Huxtable, Hodgson & Price, 2003; Molenaar-Cox & Deursen, 2001; Paoli & Merllié, 2001; Spreeuwers, Pal & van der Laan, 2005). The health-related costs associated with work-related stress are considerable (Blatter, Houtman, van den Bossche, Kraan & van den Heuvel, 2005). While work-related stress is studied broadly and extensively, questions remain about the presence physiological dysregulation, psychological characteristics, and treatment of work-related stress. The aim of this thesis was twofold: a) to enhance the insight in fundamental physiological and psychological characteristics of work-related stress, and b) to assess whether cognitive behavioural treatment (CBT) is an effective treatment for work-related stress. We expected a) to find support for a dysregulated physiological stress-response system, b) to identify dysregulation in emotion processing as a risk factor for work-related stress, and c) to confirm that CBT is effective as a treatment for work-related stress, also in clinical samples.

Before presenting the individual studies, this introduction provides background information on the definition and prevalence of work-related stress. Furthermore, in order to understand how dysregulation of the physiological stress-response system can develop and why CBT may be effective for treating work-related stress, developmental models of (work-related) stress are summarised and the physiological stress-response is described. In addition, the research questions central to this thesis are introduced. Finally, a brief outline of the thesis is presented.

General background

Work-related stress definitions

Work-related stress is a state of temporary adaptation, which occurs when job demands do not match a person’s adaptive abilities (Schaufeli & Buunk, 2003). The end-stage of this process, when a breakdown in the adaptation occurs after prolonged work-related stress, is called burnout (Schaufeli & Buunk, 2003). Burnout is frequently described as a three-dimensional construct consisting of emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation, and professional incompetence (Maslach, Schaufeli & Leiter, 2001). Emotional exhaustion refers to excessive fatigue due to work, depersonalisation to a distant, cynical attitude towards work and colleagues, and professional incompetence
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to the feeling of being unable to perform well at work. Originally, burnout was considered exclusively applicable to the social professions, but nowadays, burnout is commonly accepted as a general work-related stress state (Maslach et al., 2001).

No specific diagnosis for a clinically elevated level of work-related stress is included in the main classification systems for mental disorders, that is, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of mental disorders (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1994) or the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10; World Health Organisation [WHO], 1992). However, a clinically elevated level of work-related stress can be captured with other diagnoses that more generally refer to physical complaints and/or significant distress associated with impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning. These diagnoses are a) adjustment disorder (DSM-IV, ICD-10); b) undifferentiated somatoform disorder (DSM-IV); and c) neurasthenia (ICD-10). The essential characteristics that determine which diagnosis should be applied are: a) presence/absence of a specific, aetiological related, non-traumatic stressful event, and b) duration of complaints. Regarding the former characteristic, for adjustment disorder, a specific stressful event (e.g., a reorganisation in the company) should be present and is deemed causally linked to the complaints, while for undifferentiated somatoform disorder or neurasthenia, no specific stressful event can be identified. Regarding the latter characteristic, for adjustment disorder the duration of complaints is less than six months, for undifferentiated somatoform disorder the duration of complaints is longer than six months, and for neurasthenia persistence of the situation is emphasised, without specifying an exact duration. Some clinicians have suggested to use work-related neurasthenia as a clinical description specific for the burnout syndrome (Hoogduin, Schaap & Methorst, 1996).

The Netherlands Society of Occupational Medicine (2000) applies a concise categorisation of work-related stress disorders, inspired by the available diagnoses in the DSM-IV and ICD-10, and based on severity. This categorisation is: work-related stress complaints (sub-clinical level of complaints), work-related adjustment disorder (similar to adjustment disorder in the DSM-IV and ICD-10), and burnout (similar to undifferentiated somatoform disorder in the DSM-IV and work-related neurasthenia in the ICD-10). In addition to the criteria presence/absence of a specific aetiological related stressful event and duration of complaints used in the DMS-IV and ICD-10, a third criterion considering the development of complaints is applied in this categorisation. Work-related adjustment disorder is considered to develop progressively within three months after the occurrence of the stressful event, while burnout is considered to develop gradually, e.g., after years of working in a stressful working environment.

For the present thesis, a clinical level of work-related stress was defined as work-related adjustment disorder or burnout as described by the Netherlands Society of Occupational Medicine (2000). The exact criteria that we applied are listed in Box 1.
Box 1: Definition of a clinical level of work-related stress used in the present thesis.

- Persistent bodily and/or mental fatigue, or increased fatigability after mental or physical efforts.
- At least two of the following cognitive, emotional, physical, or behavioural complaints:
  - muscle pain
  - tension headache
  - irritability
  - concentrations problems
  - anhedonia
- dizziness
- sleeping problems
- dyspepsia
- emotional instability
- inability to relax
- Work is aetiologically related to the complaints
- Disturbed daily functioning manifested as sickness absence

Prevalence of work-related stress

Work-related stress is common in the working population as indicated by a) the prevalence of complaints due to the work-situation or working; b) the prevalence of sickness absence due to high workload; or c) the prevalence of mental disorders comprising work-related stress. First, regarding the prevalence of complaints, 60% of the European working population reported in 2000 that work negatively affected their health (Paoli & Merllié, 2001). Of the workers reporting work-related health problems, 28% reported occupational stress, 23% fatigue, 8% sleeping problems, and 11% reported irritability. Second, concerning the prevalence of sickness absence, high workload (working under time-pressure or working in a high pace) is a frequently reported reason (23-36%) to call oneself sick at work in the Netherlands (Bakhuys Roozeboom, Gouw, Hooftman, Houtman & Klein Hesselink, 2008; Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 2005a). Third, with respect to the prevalence of mental disorders, prevalence rates vary between 18 and 30% in Europe (Spreeuwers, et al., 2005; European Communities, 2004; Jones et al., 2003; Molenaar-Cox & Deursen, 2001). Among these mental disorders, adjustment disorder is among the most common disorders. For example, in the Netherlands, about 80% of the mental disorders causing absenteeism consist of adjustment disorder or burnout (van der Molen et al., 2008; Spreeuwers et al., 2005). Prevalence estimates of burnout alone in the Netherlands vary from 8% to 20% (van der Molen et al., 2008; Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, 2005b; Houtman et al., 2004; Kant, Janssen, van Amelsvoort, Mohren & Swaen., 2004).

Health consequences, functional impairment, and associated costs

Enduring exposure to chronic, none life-threatening stressors such as work-related stressors has been linked to various serious and less serious bodily health problems, such as hypertension (Landsbergis, Schnall, Pickering, Warren & Schwartz, 2003; Manuck, Kasprowick, & Muldoon, 1990; Schwartz et al., 2003; Selye, 1975), cardiovascular disease (Chandola et al., 2008; Manuck, 1994; Melamed, Shirom, Toker, Berliner & Shapira, 2006), stomach ulcers (Levenstein, Ackerman,
Kiecolt-Glaser & Dubois, 1999; Selye, 1975), and common infections (Mohren et al., 2003; Cohen & Herbert, 1996; Kiecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1995). Work-related stress is also associated with chronic functional impairment. For example, 4.0-6.5% of the work-disabled people in The Netherlands have a diagnosis of burnout or adjustment disorder (Blatter et al., 2005; Landelijk Instituut Sociale Verzekeringen, 2001). Health-related costs associated with work-related mental disorders are substantial. Estimated yearly costs in the Netherlands associated with psychosocial workload, that is, costs of medical consumption, sickness absence, and work-disability due to work-related mental disorders, are three billion euro (Blatter et al., 2005).

Development of work-related stress
Below, psychological, physiological, and hybrid models that account for the development of (work-related) stress are summarised. These models serve as the theoretical background for the research questions that are introduced in the next section.

Psychological models
In the field of stress research, many models are transactional, which means that they consider stress to occur in a situation of imbalance between demands (e.g., workload) and resources (e.g., skills). One of the most influential transactional stress models is the Transactional Model formulated by Lazarus and Folkman (e.g., Lazarus & Folkman, 1987). This model states that an individual’s reaction to the environment is mediated by the subjective evaluation or appraisal of the environment and by the process of coping with the as stressful appraised event. Within the cognitive appraisal process, two phases are distinguished: 1) primary appraisal, during which an event or demand is evaluated for instant harm, the threat of harm in the future, and challenge; and 2) secondary appraisal, during which the availability of coping resources is evaluated. This cognitive appraisal influences the way an individual will cope with a stressor. The actual way of coping that follows the appraisal is labelled problem-focused when coping is aimed at solving the problem, or emotion-focused when coping is aimed at regulating distress (Lazarus & Folkman, 1987). The Transactional Model distinguishes affective, cognitive, physiological, and behavioural outcomes of dealing with a stressor. When the stressful experience persists for a considerable period, exaggerated psychological and physiological responses occur and complaints and impaired functioning develop (Lazarus & Folkman, 1987). According to the model, personal characteristics, such as personality, beliefs, social and problem-solving skills, previous experiences, and emotional states affect the stress-response by their influence on appraisals of situations and coping resources.

Within the field of work-related stress, the best-known transactional models are the Job-Demands Control Support (JDCS) model (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990; Karasek, Triantis, & Chaudry, 1982) and the Effort-Reward Imbalance (ERI) model (e.g., Siegrist, 1995). These models describe in different ways under what circumstances workload results in health problems. In the JDCS-model, significant job characteristics that influence job performance and health are job-demands, job-control, decision authority, and support. The model states that job-control, deci-
sion authority, and support compensate for the job-demands. An imbalance between these factors, e.g., a state of high job-demands and low control and/or low support, is considered a risk factor for developing health complaints, cardiovascular diseases, and impaired daily functioning. Alternatively, the ERI model focuses on rewards at work as a compensation for conducted efforts. Health complaints and impaired daily functioning are hypothesised to develop when effort is high and material and immaterial rewards (e.g., salary, acknowledgement) are low.

**Physiological models**

Cannon developed a sympathetic stress model, in which he described the immediate bodily reactions associated with a fight-flight response to threat (Cannon, 1914). During the fight-flight response, sympathetic stimulation of the adrenal medulla results in a release of catecholamines in the blood, such as adrenaline. Cannon showed that the response of the adrenal medulla to produce adrenaline was contingent upon physical and emotional threat (Cannon, 1934; Cannon & de la Paz, 1911). The connection between the sympathetic nerve that originates in the hypothalamus and ends in the adrenal medulla is nowadays known as the Sympathetic-Adrenal Medullary (SAM) axis. In addition to sympathetic effects on the body via catecholamines released by the adrenal medulla, a sympathetic stress response affects the body through direct neural innervation of muscles and organs (Kaltsas & Chrousos, 2007).

The General Adaptation Syndrome is a neuroendocrine stress model developed by Selye (1975). This model describes three phases in the reaction to stressors: a) the alarm phase, b) the resistance phase, and c) the phase of exhaustion. Selye stated that prolonged exposure to a stressor could lead to a variety of ‘maladaptations’, such as ulceration of the stomach, hypertension, and insomnia. An important bodily agent in this process of developing adverse health consequences is cortisol that is released by the adrenal cortex (Selye, 1975). The connection via the blood stream between the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, the pituitary gland, and the adrenal cortex is nowadays referred to as the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenocortical (HPA) axis.

McEwen and Wingfield (2003) have formulated a process theory of stress and disease that refines and integrates the models of Cannon and Selye. The refinement consists of their distinction between homeostasis and allostatic. Originally, Cannon (1929) introduced the term homeostasis to describe the physiological processes that maintain steady states in an organism. McEwen and Wingfield use a more narrow definition; they describe homeostasis as the control of *vital* physiological systems. Vital conditions that can only vary within a rather limited range are for example temperature, oxygen tension in the tissues, and glucose in the blood. Allostasis, a term originally introduced by Sterling and Eyer (1988), means maintaining ‘stability [in vital conditions] through change’. According to McEwen and Wingfield, allostasis refers to the active process in which physiological systems, including the SAM axis, the HPA axis, and the immune system, through continuous adaptation to the environmental demands, regulate the stability of vital conditions. The integration of McEwen and Wingfield’s model is reflected in their focus on a broad spectrum of so-called mediators of allostatic processes, such as catecholamines of the SAM axis, glucocorticoids of the HPA axis, and cytokines
from the immune system. Furthermore, they describe different phases in the stress-adaptation process and their related changes in physiological functioning and health. McEwen and Wingfield state that allostatic mediators have protective effects in the short run, but can have damaging effects over longer time intervals. According to their model, an allostatic state occurs, when an altered and sustained activity level of the allostatic systems is required to adapt to environmental changes. An allostatic state is characterised by imbalances of allostatic mediators, e.g., enhanced or reduced levels of catecholamines or cortisol. Cumulative bodily consequences of an allostatic state are called allostatic load. When an allostatic state is sustained for a prolonged time and/or additional adaptations are needed, allostatic load can turn into overload. McEwen (1998) has distinguished different patterns of physiological responses that can result in allostatic load, that is, repeated exposure to multiple stressors, lack of physiological adaptation, prolonged response due to delayed turn-off of the physiological response, and an inadequate response that results in overcompensation of other physiological systems. McEwen and Wingfield (2003) pose that allostatic overload causes illness or physical damage and physiological changes that may be irreversible. Examples of these consequences are psychopathology, stomach ulcers, and cardiovascular disease.

Hybrid Models

Various models have been developed that integrate the psychological and physiological aspects of stress, e.g. the Cognitive-Affective Stress response model (Wofford & Daly, 1997), the Cognitive Activation Theory of Stress (e.g., Ursin & Eriksen, 2004), and the psychobiological model of traumatic stress-coping (Olff, 1999; Olff, Langeland & Gersons, 2005). These models can be seen as expansions or refinements of the Transactional Model of Lazarus and Folkman (1987) with a more prominent role of cognition and physiology. The model of Olff et al. (2005) for example, states that appraisal influences emotional and physiological reactions, which are both moderated by coping strategies. Adverse health outcomes can be expected when a) situations are appraised as threatening (in contrast to for example challenging), and b) the coping strategy is inadequate to reduce affective and physiological responses.

Research Questions

Below, five interrelated research questions that were formulated to meet our aims to enhance the insight in fundamental physiological and psychological characteristics of work-related stress and to evaluate the effectiveness of CBT for the treatment of work-related stress are introduced.

I: Is work-related stress characterised by dysregulation of the physiological stress-response system?

Dysregulation of the physiological stress-response system in association with work-related stress can be expected for three reasons. First, various models describe an effect of prolonged or repeated
exposure to stressors on physiological stress-response systems due to the body’s adaptation to increased environmental demands (e.g., Lazarus & Folkman, 1987; McEwen & Wingfield, 2003; Selye, 1975). Second, associations between physiological changes and chronic stress have been established (e.g., Lepore, Miles & Levy, 1997; Miller, Chen & Zhou, 2007; Nicolson & van Diest, 2000; Pike et al., 1997; Segerström & Miller, 2004; Wüst, Federenko, Hellhammer & Kirschbaum, 2000). Third, work-related stress demonstrates symptomatic and aetiological overlap with major depression, anxiety disorders, post-traumatic stress syndrome, and chronic fatigue syndrome; disorders that are characterised by physiological changes (Chrousos & Gold, 1992; Cleare, 2003; Heim, Ehler, & Hellhammer, 2000; McEwen, 2003; Meewisse, Reitsma, de Vries, Gersons & Olff, 2007; Olff, Güzelcan, de Vries, Assies & Gersons, 2006).

To assess physiological dysregulation, we studied the following stress-response subsystems: a) the sympathetic system, including the SAM axis, b) the parasympathetic system, c) the HPA axis, and d) the immune system. The sympathetic system prepares the body for action, for example to fight or to flight in cases of threat. The parasympathetic system serves to bring the body in a state of rest in order to promote maintenance processes and digestion. The HPA axis is a neuroendocrine system that is involved in stress-regulation and other bodily processes, including the immune function, emotions, and energy storage and expenditure. The immune system is involved in the protection of the body against pathogens. Since the autonomic nervous system, the HPA axis, and the immune system broadly affect bodily functions, including the cardiovascular function, memory, emotion, and energy balance, studying these systems may also enhance the insight in the health complaints and the elevated risk for cardiovascular disease associated with work-related stress. The role of the stress-response subsystems in the acute stress-response is described in Box 2.

**Box 2: The acute stress response.**

An acute physiological stress response consists of an increase in activation of the sympathetic system (including the SAM axis), the HPA axis, and the immune system (Brownley, Hurwitz & Schneiderman, 2000; Lovallo & Thomas, 2000). The parasympathetic system can assist sympathetic functions by withdrawing its activity (Berntson et al., 2007). Via sympathetic innervation of the adrenal medulla, SAM axis activation results in release of catecholamines, such as adrenaline and noradrenaline, in the blood stream (Berntson et al., 2007; Cannon & de la Paz, 1911; Figure 1). These hormones are responsible for immediate rises in heart rate and blood pressure, extra blood supply to skeletal muscles, increased glucose levels in the blood (Lovallo & Thomas, 2000; Cannon, 1934), and increases of cardiac output and total peripheral resistance (Berntson et al., 2007). Cardiac output and total peripheral resistance are also directly regulated by sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation of the heart, arteries, and veins (Brownley et al., 2000).

The acute stress response of the HPA axis involves release of corticotropin releasing hor-
mone (CRH) from the hypothalamus, which activates the pituitary gland to release adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) (Lovallo & Thomas, 2000; Figure 1). ACTH, in its turn, stimulates the adrenal cortex to release glucocorticoids (e.g., cortisol; Lovallo & Thomas, 2000) and steroids (e.g., DHEA; Kroboth et al., 1999). Increases of glucocorticoids and steroids occur within minutes after the onset of an acute stressor (Eriksen, Olff, Murrison & Ursin, 1999). Glucocorticoids enhance and prolong already enhanced blood glucose levels in tissues that need glucose, and suppress blood glucose utilisation and transport in peripheral tissues (Sapolsky, Romero & Munck, 2000). Further, cortisol enhances focused attention to the stressor and memory of the stressful event by its effects on brain structures such as the amygdala and the hippocampus (Erickson, Drevets & Schulkin, 2003; Sapolsky et al., 2000).

Cortisol production by the adrenals is regulated by a feedback system, in which cortisol in the brain indirectly inhibits its own production in the adrenals (Sapolsky et al., 2000; de Kloet, Vreugdenhil, Oitzl & Joels, 1998). De Kloet et al. (1998) describe this feedback mechanism in the brain in their Corticosterone Receptor Balance model. The model states that the balance in actions mediated by two receptor types in the brain is critical for HPA axis activity. These two receptor types are the mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs) and the gluco-
corticoids receptors (GRs). MRs have a tenfold higher affinity for cortisol than GRs. Hence, when cortisol levels are within the normal range, cortisol binds considerably more to MRs than to GRs. MRs are the medium through which cortisol maintains the basal state of the HPA axis and controls the system’s sensitivity to generate a stress response. In a situation of elevated cortisol levels, for example due to a stress response, all MRs become occupied by cortisol and cortisol starts to bind also to GRs. MRs and GRs together are considered to be essential to the inhibition of HPA axis activation in stressful situations.

In comparison to glucocorticoids, the effects and mechanisms involved in the release of steroids by the adrenal cortex in response to an acute stressor is less clear. DHEA rises in reaction to an acute stressor (Izawa et al., 2008). The exact target tissues and role of DHEA in the stress response have not been clarified yet (Kroboth et al., 1999). There are indications, though, that DHEA affects activation in the anterior cingulated cortex, a part of the brain that is among others associated with memory processing (Alhaj et al., 2006).

An immune response to a stressor consists of a redistribution of immune cells and proteins into the body parts where they will be most effective, for example in locations such as oral tissue or skin-tissue where invaders or damage can be expected (Segerström & Miller, 2004; Sapolsky et al., 2000). When challenged, the natural immune reaction develops within minutes to hours. The generalised response by the natural immune reaction is inflammation (Segerström & Miller, 2004). In addition to damaging invaders and damaged tissue, the natural immune reaction also releases communication molecules, that is, cytokines (Segerström & Miller, 2004). Cytokines signal the specific immune system; they can be pro- or anti-inflammatory.

The SAM axis, the HPA axis, and the immune system have mutual influences. One of the most well known effects of the HPA axis is the anti-inflammatory effect by cortisol (Elenkov, Wilder, Chrousos & Vizi, 2000; Sapolsky et al., 2000). However, it has become clear that the SAM axis and HPA axis exert both stimulatory and inhibitory effects on different aspects of the immune system and vice versa (Dhabhar, 2007; Elenkov et al., 2000; Sapolsky et al., 2000).

**Physiological dysregulation: basal activity, reactivity, and recovery**

Changes in physiological activity can appear as changes in the *basal state* and as changes in *reactivity* to and/or *recovery* from an acute stressor. Changes in basal states may be expected when work-related stress is associated with ongoing physiological arousal due to cognitive processes such as worrying. Ongoing physiological arousal presumably results in an enhanced sympathetic tone, a more active HPA axis, and a suppressed inflammatory response. Alternatively, changes in basal states may develop as a physiological adaptation to ongoing or repeated arousal. Physiological stress adap-
tation of the sympathetic system is considered to lead to an enhanced sympathetic tone (e.g., Julius, 1993). Physiological stress adaptation with regard to the HPA axis is suggested to be associated with either a hyperactive HPA axis or a hypoactive HPA axis (Fries, Hesse, Helhammer & Hellhammer, 2005; Raison & Miller, 2003). Likewise, physiological stress adaptation may result in predominance of certain parts of the immune system (Segerström & Miller, 2004). Hence, we hypothesised that work-related stress would be associated with an enhanced sympathetic tone, with either a hyperactive, or a hypoactive HPA axis, and with a shift in the balance between parts of the immune system.

We predicted that work-related stress would be associated with enhanced cardiovascular and glucocorticoid responses to an acute stressor. The extent of cardiovascular reactivity to stressors is considered to be a trait-like response to stressors (Manuck, 1994; Kamarck & Lovallo, 2003). According to the ‘reactivity hypothesis’, enhanced sympathetic reactivity to stressors is a risk factor for hypertension and cardiovascular disease (e.g., Manuck, 1994). In other words, enhanced sympathetic reactivity may be a mechanism through which changes in basal activity develop. Evidence that enhanced reactivity is related to developing adverse cardiovascular profiles and hypertension has indeed been found (Gasperin, Netuveli, Dias-da-Costa & Patussi, 2009; Treiber et al., 2003). Since (work-related) stress has been linked to an increased risk for developing hypertension and cardiovascular disease (Chandola et al., 2008; Landsbergis et al., 2003; Manuck, 1994; Manuck et al., 1990; Melamed et al., 2006; Selye, 1975), enhanced reactivity may be the mechanism through which the adverse consequences develop. Accumulating evidence suggests that reactivity of the HPA axis to stressors is also a trait-like response (e.g., Gotlib, Joorman, Minor & Hallmayer, 2008; Kirschbaum et al., 1995a). Following similar reasoning as for sympathetic reactivity, enhanced HPA axis reactivity may be a mechanism through which changes in basal HPA axis activity develop. However, based on models of stress-adaptation of the HPA axis (e.g., Fries et al., 2005; Raison & Miller, 2003), reduced reactivity of the HPA axis may also be expected.

Delayed cardiovascular recovery is also hypothesised to be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2003). Although the process of physiological recovery has been less extensively investigated, changes in recovery in association with prolonged exposure to stressors and with increased risk for cardiovascular disease have been reported (e.g., Schuler & O’Brien, 1997; Matthews, Gump & Owens, 2001; Moseley & Linden, 2006; Lepore et al., 1997). We also expected to find support for delayed sympathetic and HPA axis recovery in association with work-related stress.

To assess the patterns of reactivity and recovery, we applied an acute stress induction procedure, which is described below. Subsequently, the selected indicators of the sympathetic system, parasympathetic system, HPA axis, and immune system that were used to study dysregulation of the physiological stress-response system are introduced.

### Acute stress induction

To investigate the acute physiological stress response, we chose a psychosocial stressor to induce stress. The psychosocial stressor consisted of a procedure highly similar to the Trier Social Stress Test (Kirschbaum, Pirke & Hellhammer, 1993). Psychosocial stressors have been proven to result
in subjective, cardiovascular, and neuroendocrine responses (e.g., Childs & de Wit, 2009; Nicholson & van Diest, 2000; Olff, Mulder, The, de Leij & Emmelkamp, 1999; Roy, Kirschbaum & Step-toe, 2001). In our opinion, to study acute physiological stress responses in work-related stress, a psychosocial stressor is more ecologically valid, than for example a physical stressor, such as the cold pressor test (Saab et al., 1993). Although separate central neurendocrine circuits have been suggested for different stressors (e.g., Pacák & Palkovits, 2001), the most important distinctions in stress-responses are considered to occur between physical and psychological stressors (Ostrander, Ulrich-Lai, Choi, Richtand & Herman, 2006; Sapolsky et al., 2000; Singh, Petrides, Gold, Chrousos & Deuster, 1999), supporting the external validity of our manipulation.

The sympathetic and parasympathetic system
The following indicators of the sympathetic and parasympathetic system were studied in rest and during a psychosocial stressor: heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, cardiac output, peripheral resistance, alpha-amylase, and short-term heart rate variability. Cardiac output is the amount of blood that is pumped by the heart per minute (Berntson, Quigley & Lozano, 2007). Total peripheral resistance is a measure of the cumulative resistance of the peripheral arteries and veins (Berntson et al., 2007). Resistance is dependent upon the extent of vasoconstriction and blood viscosity; stronger vasoconstriction and lower oxygen levels in the blood increase resistance (Brownley et al., 2000). Heart rate, blood pressure, cardiac output, and total peripheral resistance all reflect the joint effect of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity (Berntson et al., 2007). Cardiac output and total peripheral resistance reflect haemodynamic properties of the cardiovascular system. Similar blood pressure levels may be a result of different balances between cardiac output and vascular resistance (e.g., Ring, Burns & Carroll, 2002). Hence, studying these measures in addition to heart rate and blood pressure results in a more refined view of the cardiovascular function. Alpha-amylase is a neuroendocrine indicator of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. Alpha-amylase is an enzyme that is secreted by the salivary glands into the saliva. It is involved in initial carbohydrate digestion (Humphrey & Williamsion, 2001). Initially, an increase in alpha-amylase in reaction to an acute stressor was suggested to be a relatively pure measure of sympathetic reactivity (e.g., Chatterton, Vogelsong, Lu, Ellman, & Hudgens, 1996; Rohleder, Nater, Wolf, Ehlert & Kirschbaum, 2004). Recent evidence, however, supports the notion that an alpha-amylase increase in reaction to a psychosocial stressor reflects the sympathetic tone, which is determined by both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity (Nater et al., 2006). Rapid, or short-term, heart rate variability is a relatively pure measure of parasympathetic activity (Penttilä et al., 2001; Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology, 1996). We predicted that work-related stress would be associated with elevated basal levels and enhanced reactivity and delayed recovery of blood pressure, heart rate, cardiac output, vascular resistance, and alpha-amylase. We also predicted that work-related stress would be associated with a reduced basal level, stronger reductions during exposure to a psychosocial stressor, and delayed recovery of short-term heart rate variability.
The HPA axis
We chose to measure cortisol and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), the main agents secreted by the adrenal cortex, as indicators of the HPA axis. Cortisol influences glucose levels in the blood and has anti-inflammatory effects (Sapolsky et al., 2000). DHEA is a precursor of androgens in men and estrogens in women and is further known to be related to glucose sensitivity, insulin activity (Kroboth, Salek, Pittenger, Fabia & Frye, 1999), mood (Alhaj, Massey & McAllister-Williams, 2006; Izawa et al., 2008), and memory (Alhaj et al., 2006). Higher DHEA levels are generally associated with better health conditions (e.g., Barrett-Connor, Khaw & Yen, 1986). DHEA has been proposed as a functional cortisol antagonist (e.g., Hechter, Grossman & Chatterton, 1997), and support for this notion has been obtained (e.g., Alhaj et al., 2006).

Salivary cortisol and DHEA fluctuate over the day (Hucklebridge, Hussein, Evans & Clow, 2005; Zhao et al., 2003). In the morning, during the first hour after awakening, cortisol demonstrates a steep rise, reaching levels in the range of a stress response. This rise is called the cortisol awakening response (CAR; Wilhelm, Born, Kudielka, Schlotz & Wüst, 2007). Studying the CAR may provide information about the HPA axis in a state of stress (Schmidt-Reinwald et al., 1999). Cortisol and DHEA levels were measured in saliva in the first hour after awakening and during the day. Cortisol levels were also measured upon exposure to the psychosocial stressor. We expected that work-related stress would be associated with either elevated basal levels, an elevated CAR, elevated reactivity, and delayed recovery during the psychosocial stressor of cortisol, or reduced basal levels, a reduced CAR, and reduced reactivity. We expected further that work-related stress would be associated with reduced basal levels of DHEA, as measured in its sulphated condition, that is, DHEAS.

The immune system
Within the immune system, two main components are commonly distinguished, namely natural (or innate) and specific immunity (Segerström & Miller, 2004). Cells involved in natural immunity are non-specific; they attack different pathogens. A specific immune response is slower than the natural immune response (Segerström & Miller, 2004). Specific immunity is composed of cellular and humoral responses (Segerström & Miller, 2004). Cellular immune responses are raised against intracellular pathogens, like viruses and intracellular bacteria (Dhabhar, 2007). These responses are coordinated by a particular type of T-helper lymphocytes called Th1 cells. Humoral immune responses are mounted against extracellular pathogens, such as parasites and extracellular bacteria (Sanders, Kin & Pongratz, 2007). They are coordinated by another type of T-helper lymphocytes called Th2 cells (Dhabhar, 2007). Th1 and Th2 responses are mutually inhibitory (Elenkov, Iezzoni, Daly, Harry & Chrousos, 2005). To assess the immune function, we selected C-reactive protein (CRP) and Immunoglobulin G (IgG) against Epstein Barr virus (EBV). These measures can be adequately determined in saliva. CRP is a marker of the inflammatory response of the complement system (Koenig, 2001), which is a subsystem of the natural immune response. IgG against EBV is an indicator of cellular immunity, that is, a higher level of IgG against EBV is a sign of poorer cellular immunity (Sarid, Anson, Yaari & Margalith, 2001). We expected that the changes in CRP
and IgG against EBV would be contingent upon the direction of change of cortisol. Hence, we predicted that upon finding enhanced cortisol levels we would observe reduced CRP and enhanced IgG against EBV, or, upon finding reduced cortisol levels we would detect enhanced CRP and reduced IgG against EBV.

II: Can different phases be distinguished in the physiological stress-adaptation process?

Physiological process theories introduced earlier (e.g., McEwen & Wingfield, 2003; Selye, 1975) describe that the nature of physiological dysregulation is contingent upon the duration of exposure to a stressor. More specifically, physiological changes during the initial resistance phase or in an allostatic state are hypothesised to differ from changes during the subsequent exhaustion phase or in a state of allostatic overload. Exposure duration is a well-controlled factor in experimental animal stress research, but this factor is commonly neglected in human research about chronic stress. Nevertheless, human research also provides many indications for differences between short-term and long-term physiological adaptations to stressors. The short-term dysregulation developing within weeks to months of stressor exposure can be considered as characteristic of the resistance phase or an allostatic state. The long-term dysregulation that develops within months to years can be viewed as characteristic of exhaustion or allostatic overload. The details of the development of these physiological processes and associated mechanisms of change remain far from clear. The contrasts between short-term and long-term sympathetic and parasympathetic adaptation to stress that guided our hypothesis are documented below.

Short-term and long-term adaptations of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems

In the short term, the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity appears to shift to a more dominant sympathetic system, resulting in enhanced indicators of sympathetic activity in rest and in reaction to stressors. To illustrate, animal research has demonstrated that repeated exposure to stressors initially results in elevated basal levels of catecholamines and elevated systolic blood pressure within a month (Henry, Meehan & Stephens, 1967; McCarthy, Horwatt & Konarska, 1988). Furthermore, increased reactivity is observed to repeated exposure to novel stressors (McCarthy et al., 1988). In humans, elevated basal cardiovascular activity in stressed individuals has been frequently confirmed (e.g., Cacioppo et al., 2000; Vrijkotte, van Doornen & de Geus, 2000). In addition, indications were found for an association between persistent exposure to stressors and increased cardiovascular reactivity and delayed recovery to an acute stressor (Lepore et al., 1997; Pike et al., 1997).

Concerning the longer-term effects of stressor exposure, human and animal research suggest that the balance between cardiac and vascular activity changes and that this changed balance persists and represents a new physiological equilibrium. A study with monkeys, for instance, revealed that during eight months of exposure to a stressor, basal blood pressure started to increase between four and eight months, while heart rate decreased in this period (Forsyth, 1969). Similarly, in humans, the process of developing hypertension is considered to start with tachycardia and el-
evated cardiac output (Grassi, Quarti-Trevano, Dell'Oro & Mancia, 2008; Palatini & Julius, 2009), which gradually changes towards increased vascular resistance, and normalisation of heart rate and cardiac output (Palatini & Julius, 2009). Regarding persistence of a changed cardiovascular balance, animal studies provide indications that irreversibility of physiological adaptations can occur after stressor exposure of six to twelve months duration (Forsyth, 1969; Henry et al., 1967). In these studies, hypertension sustained for at least several months after cessation of the stressor. In humans, findings suggest that established hypertension develops after the transition from an enhanced sympathetic tone to a state of enhanced vascular resistance (Palatini & Julius, 2009). A new cardiovascular equilibrium has been proposed to result from reduced sensitivity of β-adenrenergic receptors in the heart and reduced stroke volume and vascular hypertrophy and hypersensitivity to vasoconstrictive agents (Palatini & Julius, 2009). In sum, we predicted that short-term cardiovascular stress adaptation would be associated with elevated levels of heart rate and cardiac output, while long-term cardiovascular adaptation would be associated with elevated vascular resistance.

III: Is cognitive behavioural treatment effective as a treatment for work-related stress?

Effectiveness of cognitive behavioural treatment for work-related stress and associated physiological changes may be expected for three reasons. First, effectiveness can be deferred from the presumed central role that cognitive and behavioural processes play in the development and perpetuation of stress and associated physiological changes, as for example described in the stress-model of Lazarus and Folkman (1987). Second, cognitive behavioural interventions are effective for a variety of psychiatric disorders (Butler, Chapman, Forman & Beck, 2006; Price & Couper, 2000). These disorders include mood and anxiety disorders, disorders that demonstrate symptomatic and aetiological similarities to work-related stress. Third, evidence for effectiveness of cognitive behavioural interventions as preventive interventions in relatively healthy samples with work-related stress is present (van der Klink, Blonk, Schene & van Dijk, 2001; de Jong & Emmelkamp, 2000; Rowe, 2000; van Dierendonck, Schaafeli & Buunk, 1998). In these studies, improvements of complaints and coping were achieved. In addition, influences of cognitive behavioural interventions on physiological functioning have been demonstrated in healthy or physically ill individuals (e.g., Antoni et al., 2005; Crueff et al., 2000; Gaab et al., 2003; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1985; McCraty, Barrios-Choplin, Rozman, Atkinson & Watkins, 1998; Miller & Cohen, 2001) and in individuals with a diagnosis of generalised anxiety disorder (Tafet, Feder, Abulafia & Roffman, 2005). Hence, we hypothesised that CBT would result in stronger reductions of complaints, more work-resumption, and larger physiological changes than care as usual. Basic treatment characteristics of our CBT are documented below.

Cognitive Behavioural Treatment: content, dosing, and format

CBT consisted of cognitive behavioural elements and relaxation techniques. We chose to include relaxation techniques because they have yielded positive effects on cardiovascular and neuroendocrine functions in healthy individuals (e.g., McCraty et al., 1998).
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The CBT comprised twelve treatment-sessions. The number of sessions is similar to other regular cognitive-behavioural treatments in primary psychological care. Our choice was supported by the conclusions drawn in the meta-analyses of van der Klink et al. (2001). They reported optimal effectiveness of cognitive behavioural interventions (excluding relaxation techniques) of 6-8 sessions in relatively healthy samples.

Effectiveness of cognitive behavioural treatment in a group format and in the more common individual format was investigated. Based on potent treatment factors specific to group interventions, such as disconfirmation of the uniqueness of problems, interpersonal learning, and social support (Yalom, 1985), effectiveness of treatment in a group format was expected. As preventive interventions, effectiveness of cognitive behavioural interventions for work-related stress in a group format is indeed well established (van Dierendonck et al., 1998; de Jong & Emmelkamp, 2000; van der Klink et al., 2001; Reynolds & Briner, 1994; Rowe, 2000). Social support is also associated with cortisol (e.g., Evolahti, Hultcrantz & Collins, 2006; Kirschbaum Klauer, Filipp & Hellhammer, 1995b; Turner-Cobb, Sephton, Koopman, Blake-Mortimer & Spiegel, 2000; Wadhwa, Dunkel-Schetter, Chicz-DeMet, Porto & Sandman, 1996) and with immune functioning (e.g., Gallangher, Phillips, Ferraro, Drayson & Carrol, 2008; Glaser et al., 1992; Lutgendorf et al., 2005; Miller, Chen & Cole, 2009). Hence, an effect of social support as a treatment component may also be expected on physiological variables.

IV: What are predictors of recovery of work-related stress?

While the development of work-related stress has been extensively studied and has resulted in potent models including the JDCS-model of Karasek (Karasek & Theorell, 1990), the process of recovery has been studied less comprehensively. In order to enhance insight in the recovery process, determinants of complaints improvement and work-resumption were investigated. Furthermore, the association between complaints reduction and work-resumption was assessed and a mediation model was tested.

Selected predictors were work-related characteristics, personal characteristics, and illness-related features. The predictors age, gender, and education were chosen because of demonstrated relations with recovery from work-related stress or similar conditions by other researchers (Nieuwenhuijzen, Verbeek, de Boer, Blonk & van Dijk, 2006; Huibers et al., 2004; Eshøj, Jepsen & Nielsen, 2001). Selection of other predictors was based on their hypothesised role in the development and/or maintenance of work-related stress or similar conditions as described in the JDCS-model of Karasek et al. (1982), the Transactional Model of Lazarus and Folkman (1987), or the Cognitive Theory of Beck (1976). Becks Cognitive Theory states that certain schemas and cognitive biases are associated with different forms of psychopathology.

There are two arguments supporting the expectation that predictors of development of work-related stress also predict recovery. First, higher levels of predictor variables are likely to be associated with more severe complaints, which may take longer to normalise. Second, higher levels of predictor variables are probable indicators of less favourable conditions for recovery. For exam-
ple, work characterised by high workload and low supervisor support may reduce motivation to resume work. Alternatively, conflict at work may function as a persistent stressor during sickness absence preventing recovery. Otherwise, a stronger tendency for avoidant coping and/or dysfunctional cognitions suggests presence of dispositional features of negative affect, which may hinder complete recovery. Selection of the illness-related variables complaint duration and absence duration was based on similar reasoning. It was assumed that duration can be seen an indicator of severity of complaints and/or an indirect indicator of adverse conditions for recovery (e.g., presence of a persistent stressor).

V: Is alexithymia a vulnerability factor or a consequence of work-related stress?
Alexithymia is a deficit characterised by impaired emotional processing (Sifneos, 1996; Taylor, Bagby & Parker, 1997). A clinically elevated level of alexithymia is characterised by difficulties in experiencing and expressing emotions, a diminished inclination to think about emotions, a reduction or incapacity to fantasise, and a more externally oriented cognitive style (Sifneos, 1996; Taylor et al., 1997).

Two types of alexithymia are distinguished, primary alexithymia and secondary alexithymia (Taylor et al., 1997). Primary alexithymia is described as a personality characteristic that increases the risk of developing psychopathology (Sifneos, 1996; Taylor et al., 1997). Secondary alexithymia is defined as an inadequate coping reaction, a defensive state, or a state of failure of defences in reaction to a stressful, painful, or traumatic situation (Freyberger, 1977; Hendryx, Haviland & Shaw, 1991; Taylor et al., 1997). An association between both primary and secondary alexithymia and work-related stress was expected for the following reasons. First, based on the view that emotions are essential for an adequate interaction with the external world, primary alexithymia is hypothesised to be a vulnerability factor for, among others, work-related stress. Alexithymia is indeed related to a large variety of psychopathology, including anxiety and depressive disorders, disorders that bear resemblance to work-related stress in symptoms and aetiology (e.g., Søndergaard & Theorell, 2004; Duddu, Isaac & Chaturvedi, 2003; Bankier, Aigner & Bach, 2001). Second, secondary alexityhmia may develop parallel to work-related stress in reaction to a stressful work-situation. In the field of organisational psychology, depersonalisation is described as a cynical, distant attitude towards work that develops in reaction to work-overload (Maslach et al., 2001). This depersonalisation suggests presence of emotional disturbances related to emotional numbing that are to some extend similar to characteristics of alexithymia.

Brief outline of the thesis
In this thesis, psychological and physiological characteristics of work-related stress were investigated and the efficacy of a CBT protocol for work-related stress was tested. First, it was assessed whether work-related stress was characterised by changes in the sympathetic, parasympathetic, neuroendocrine, and/or immune functions (Chapters 2-4). For these studies, patient samples were
compared with healthy reference groups. Second, it was investigated whether different phases could be distinguished in the physiological stress-adaptation process (Chapter 5). Therefore, subgroups of patients with shorter and longer duration of complaints were followed longitudinally and compared on cardiovascular variables. Third, differential effectiveness of cognitive behavioural treatment as compared to care as usual was studied. Outcome variables were complaints, work-resumption, subjective effectiveness (Chapter 6), and physiological functioning (Chapters 7-8). For these studies, a patient sample was followed for a period of 10 months. Fourth, the process of recovery was assessed. Predictors of two indicators of recovery, that is, complaints levels and work-resumption, were investigated and potential mediation of improvement of complaints in the association between predictors and work-resumption was examined (Chapter 9). Selected predictors were work-related, person-related, and illness-related characteristics. Predictors, complaint reduction, and work-resumption were investigated over a period of about one year in a patient sample. Fifth, the association between alexithymia and work-related stress was studied (Chapter 10). It was assessed whether alexithymia was a risk factors or a consequence of work-related stress. Therefore, longitudinal stability and change of alexithymia in association with work-related stress were studied in a patient sample and a healthy reference group. Finally, the general discussion integrates research findings, discusses limitations, presents clinical implications, and provides suggestions for further research (Chapter 11).

The data used in the individual chapters come from subsamples of a larger patient sample and three independent healthy samples. In Figure 2, a representation of the (sub)samples studied per chapter is provided. Since the chapters are presented as autonomous parts, they demonstrate textual overlap, specifically in method sections.

**Figure 2: Overview of the (sub)samples studied per chapter**
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